deck but luckily I was able to put all the cards together.
the tedious task of advancing all grid points of hydroThe problem ran four hours. Funny thing though, it codes for one time step using a hand calculator. The didn't read all the cards in!" eventual demise of hand calculators possibly resulted Disaster three: Our 701 had two banks of memory from the confidence gained by the computational with the option to switch memory by interchanging physicists on their computation techniques, as well as the wires on a plugboard. The following entry apother ways to check the validity of the computer peared in the operator's log: "I was really having programs. problems last night. One program in particular In retrospect, life was very simple in those days. Our wouldn't load into memory. I finally solved it. I goal was to solve problems using computers. Many of switched memories, the deck read in, and the problem the techniques that have been formalized had to be ran for hours." While there are many other incidents learned by the seat of the pants. While programs for that we have all encountered in those early days, one software development may seem primitive by today's thing is sure: a little learning is a dangerous thing! standards, the laboratory nevertheless made signifiOne footnote should be included. During the first cant progress in large-scale computations using the days of computing at Livermore, a group of mathe-IBM 701. The fear of running out of problems never maticians (headed by Glen Culler) played an impormaterialized. On the contrary, there was a need for tant function for code development.
As a check on even greater computer power and more programmers programmed results, these individuals went through to keep them busy.
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The It cost a modest $1800/month, and it carried out design and data-reduction calculations at the rate of 150 three-address instructions per minute. It was used for torsional vibration analyses, gas turbine engine data reduction, engine bearing-load calculations, an information-retrieval project, and many other computations.
Within a year it became apparent that it could not cope with the more advanced design evaluation and data-reduction calculations required by GMR and the Allison Division of GM. At the same time IBM had announced a new, advanced stored-program machine, called the 701 Electronic Data Processing Machine, operating at least 100 times faster than the CPC and costing about 10 times as much. With the help of the Allison Division, GMR ordered one of these new machines on the basis of our vice-president's approval. Never again would such a computer be approved in GM at such a low level! It was the first stored-program machine installed in GM. It arrived in April 1954, and it proved its worth for a number of applicationsmostly in the engineering area, but also in one important commercial application. Following are some of the applications: torsional vibration studies, advanced bearing-load calculations, propeller design and data reduction, harmonic analysis with feedback checking, automatic-advance cams on distributors, pump pressure-wave analysis, turbine blade properties, fatigue-data analysis, hypoid gear design.
GMR also took on a task for the GM Personnel staff involving an actuarial and statistical study of GM's some 750,000 hourly employment force. It was highly confidential, strained the 701's ability to operate on a sustained basis, and taught us engineers much about programming controls and checks on data. We knew about energy balancing, but had to apply it to counts, making sure that subcounts totaled to grand totals. This was compounded by the fact that the 701's mean time between failures (MTBF) was approximately 3.5
The 701 installation at General Motors Research Laboratories.
(Courtesy George F. Ryckman.)
hours (mostly due to its cathode-ray-tube electrostatic instrumental in implementing that project in a timely main memory). As a result of this failure frequency, manner. My compiler, simply called READ, accepted our program was designed to check itself every 5 specifications on the several data items in a record in minutes to make sure it was still intact. Whenever this decimal or alphabetical form and converted them to so-called Project X was running in the computer room, an appropriate internal binary form. The compiled only Joseph T. Olstzyn, M. Elizabeth Kerr, a few program read data from the card reader and recorded computer operators, and I were allowed in the area. them on magnetic tape at the fantastic density of 100 Imagine a machine that took only 12 microseconds bits per inch! The mountains of input cards for Project for its cycle time, and an instruction required as many X required only about 20 reels of magnetic tape. as five of these cycles to complete its operation. A few Harroff and Fishman's compiler (called PRINT) did the of us programmed the 701 in what was called the inverse, converting data from binary to decimal or Regional Assembly Language as taught by Marie alphabetical form. The compiled program read data Clark in a course offered by IBM in New York City.
from magnetic tape and recorded it on the printer. Four or five of us took this course in the fall of 1953 in Special programs had to be written to perform any preparation for our giant computer. Most applications given analysis of this "huge" data base, but needless however, were programmed in SPEEDCODE or ACOMto say it was very impressive to get an answer to a two programming systems that transformed the singlequestion in hours versus the days it took to do the address fixed-point arithmetic machine into a streamsame task on tabulating equipment. lined three-address floating-point system. SPEEDCODE During this same period, both IBM and the Curtisswas authored by Walter A. Ramshaw and his people Wright Corporation purchased some of GMR's comat the United Aircraft Corporation. [Editor's Note:
puter time on the 701. Since computer time was at a See the Programming section for details of authorship premium then, we charged $300 per hour around the of Speedcoding.] ACOM was written by Jack Horner clock-and they were glad to pay in view of the and others at the Allison Division of GM. Both of scarcity of this resource. At that time there were only these systems used subroutines to perform the floatnineteen 701s in the world, and they were all taxed to ing-point arithmetic, which in turn slowed the 701 the limit, even though IBM at one time thought "it from its basic speed of 15,000 single-address fixedwas more computing power than would be needed for point instructions per second to about 150 three-addecades to come." We were running around the clock. dress floating-point instructions per second.
Scheduling computer time was sloppy on the 701. Prior to the advent of Project X, Don F. Harroff, Each user was allocated a minimum 15-minute slot, of James J. Fishman, and I wrote a pair of "compilers" which time he usually spent 10 minutes in setting up (now called macroprocessors) that turned out to be the equipment to do his computation. He mounted his
